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Abstract—The materials and processes for fabrication of mono-
lithically integrated microelectromechanical systems-based mi-
crospectrometers operating in the short-wavelength IR range is
presented. Using low-temperature surface micromachining tech-
niques, compatible with a range of IR sensor technologies, silicon-
nitride-based tunable Fabry–Perot filter structures with dis-
tributed Bragg mirrors made of Ge/SiO/Ge layers have been mono-
lithically integrated with HgCdTe photoconductors. The stress
within and between the many layers of the structure has been elimi-
nated or compensated by stress tuning of the deposition conditions.
The demonstrated microspectrometers have a tuning range of 1.8–
2.2 µm with relative peak transmission of 70% and full-width at
half-maximum of 80 ± 10 nm.

Index Terms—IR detectors, IR filters, microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS), microspectrometer.

I. INTRODUCTION

EXISTING IR detectors are sensitive over a broad spectral
band, typically extending several microns below the cut-

off wavelength. The detector output signal represents the total
power of the incident IR radiation within the spectral range of the
detector. Consequently, any quantitative information contained
within the spectrum of the received IR radiation is not available.
Many new and emerging applications require the detection of
spectral features in the IR spectrum, thus allowing identifica-
tion of the structure and composition of the various constituents
present in the scene (see Fig. 1). The 1–15 µm range of the
electromagnetic spectrum is the range over which most gases
and chemicals of interest have strong rotational and vibrational
absorptions, which can be used for identification and quantita-
tive analysis of chemical composition. A range of commercial
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Fig. 1. Responsivity of present, broadband IR HgCdTe photon detector, and
of the proposed tunable microspectrometer.

spectrometers is available for this purpose: however, potential
applications of spectroscopic sensing in research and industry
are often hampered by the size, cost, and lack of mechanical ro-
bustness of these instruments. Therefore, in recent years, a large
research effort has been directed toward development of minia-
turized and hence cost-effective, portable systems: mini- and
microspectrometers. A comprehensive analysis of the progress
achieved in this field can be found in a recent review article by
Wolffenbuttel [1].

The first and obvious approach to developing a microspec-
trometer technology was microfabrication of individual optical
components and their assembly, resulting in systems with di-
mensions of the order of 10 cm. More recently, with the spectac-
ular progress made in the technology of microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS), fabrication of microspectrometer systems as-
sembled on a microoptical platform of the size of≤1cm2 has be-
come possible. Since not all of the components of such systems
were compatible with silicon wafer processing, such devices
have been developed using bulk micromachining of the various
structures on two separate silicon wafers followed by bonding
and packaging in the final step. Due to difficulties with beam
splitter integration, the development of microspectrometers has
concentrated on Fabry–Perot or Fourier transform interferom-
eters with movable parts actuated electrostatically. Among the
many design difficulties in these devices, reduction of the high
voltages that are usually required to obtain sufficient actuation
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to scan IR wavelengths, and integration with high-performance
IR photon detectors, appear to be the most challenging.

A technology attempting to address these issues in the short-
wave IR (SWIR) has been reported recently, and is based on
developing a low-temperature MEMS technology compatible
with a broad range of compound semiconductors [2], [3]. In this
approach, the materials and processes for fabrication of low-
stress silicon nitride MEMS structures, deposited at tempera-
tures below 200 ◦C, has been developed, and then, used in the
surface micromachining process for monolithic integration of
Fabry–Perot filters with HgCdTe-based short wavelength (1.6–
2.5 µm range) IR detectors. Low silicon nitride deposition tem-
perature is required in order to limit the maximum temperature
sustainable by most IR-sensitive materials, and in particular, by
HgCdTe devices. Extensive studies of low-temperature silicon
nitride deposition in a plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD) system
has resulted in a set of conditions that provides structures with
appropriate mechanical properties and low internal stress that
allows for significant reduction of actuation voltage [4]–[6].

The contents of this paper describe the materials, processes,
and principles of this technology, device design, fabrication, and
basic characterization.

II. DEVICE CONCEPT

The generic concept of the presented microspectrometer is
based on a tunable Fabry–Perot microfilter monolithically inte-
grated and optically ahead of the IR detector. The cross section of
such a device is presented in Fig. 2. Being a typical construction
material in MEMS technology, silicon nitride has been selected
as the structural membrane material for a suspended flexible
structure. It is deposited on a patterned polyimide layer that is
used as a sacrificial layer. The filter requires fabrication of two
Bragg mirrors, the lower one being fixed and deposited directly
on the face of the IR detector and the upper one suspended on a
flexible microstructure fabricated using a surface micromachin-
ing process. For both these mirrors, Ge/SiO/Ge layer stacks have
been used. The filter can be tuned by changing the separation
between the lower and upper Brag mirrors using an electrostatic
force between two metal electrodes, one located below the lower
mirror and the second on top of the suspended microstructure.
This generic concept allows, in principle, for fabrication of de-
vices operating in different IR bands by simply changing the
gap between the mirrors and mirror materials and thicknesses.
Having this in mind, IR detectors based on HgCdTe technology
have been selected as a technology demonstrator, since they
can be tailored to any range between 2 and 14 µm by growing
HgCdTe material of appropriate composition.

The fabrication of the microspectrometer structure as shown
in Fig. 2 requires a number of major material and process re-
quirements to be met in order to obtain an operational device.
The first and fundamental one is the upper processing temper-
ature limitation imposed by the temperature-sensitive HgCdTe
detector. The second important requirement is flatness of the
detector surface on which the Fabry–Perot filter is fabricated.
Next, in order to achieve low actuation voltages required by the
readout driver, fabrication of the thin actuating structural mem-

Fig. 2. General concept of a Fabry–Perot filter monolithically integrated on
an IR photon detector.

brane requires low-stress silicon nitride, with sufficient mechan-
ical strength. Finally, the last major requirement is low stress
or stress compensation between the silicon nitride membrane
and the upper Bragg mirror stack in order to avoid excessive
bowing of the mirror. In the following sections, all these major
requirements will be considered.

III. MATERIALS AND PROCESSES

A. Low Temperature, Low Stress SixNy

The dominant technological constraint that needs to be ad-
hered to is that all aspects of the monolithic integration of the
IR detector with the MEMS filter must be implemented at a
low enough temperature that is compatible with the maximum
allowable thermal budget for the IR-sensitive material. For the
HgCdTe detectors used in this study, the acceptable maximum
temperature limit is 150 ◦C, which is much lower than for other
IR-sensitive photon detectors. If HgCdTe is taken above this
limit for an extended period of time, interdiffusion of dopants,
defects, and atoms from contact metal, as well as outdiffusion
of mercury will degrade device performance dramatically. De-
position of Ge/SiO/Ge layers for the Bragg mirror stacks is a
relatively low-temperature process, and hence, does not create
a problem if the samples are placed on appropriate heat sinks
during deposition. On the other hand, as will be shown later,
growth of high-quality, low-stress silicon nitride presents seri-
ous challenges.

In standard MEMS technology, electrostatically actuated
structures using silicon nitride (SixNy ) are deposited using
low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) [7]–[12]. Al-
though capable of depositing very high-quality SixNy , the pro-
cess requires high temperatures (∼700 ◦C), and results in films
under considerable tensile stress. Consequently, the resulting
structures are mechanically very stiff, such that the large de-
flections needed for IR micro-Fabry–Perot interferometer ap-
plications require very high actuator voltages. Conversely, com-
pressive stress leads to collapse of the membrane when released
from the sacrificial layer.

Our studies of low-temperature silicon nitride deposition in
a PECVD system has resulted in a set of conditions that pro-
vides structures with appropriate mechanical properties and low
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Fig. 3. Thin film stress measurement methods. (a) Three beam. (b) Stress
sensitive microstructures (left: compressive; right: tensile). Black/white section
of the scale 100 µm.

Fig. 4. Stress in silicon nitride layers versus deposition temperature for differ-
ent process gas ratios. Open circle represents conditions used in the microspec-
trometer fabrication process: p = 865 mB, T = 125 ◦C, RF plasma power p =
90 W.

internal stress that also allows for significant reduction of actu-
ation voltage [4]–[6], [13]–[18]. The stress in the silicon nitride
layers has been assessed using two methods: the optical three
beam method as illustrated in Fig. 3(a) that measures wafer
bowing, and counting interference fringes in microstructures
as shown in Fig. 3(b). The wafer-bowing approach and the
use of localized test microstructures have been found to give
comparable results.

Fig. 4 shows the results of stress measurements on silicon ni-
tride layers deposited under different conditions. It demonstrates
that the intrinsic stress in PECVD deposited silicon nitride can
be varied from 400 MPa tensile to approximately 600 MPa
compressive, by controlling the process gas ratios and substrate
temperature [5], [6]. The open circle in this graph represents the
conditions used for MEMS structural membrane fabrication for
microspectrometers described in this paper. The process condi-
tions have been optimized to intentionally produce SixNy films
with a very low level of tensile stress to avoid any buckling
associated with compressively stressed structures. Under these
conditions, the stress varied less then ±10 MPs from run to
run.

B. Actuated Structural Membrane

The choice of the structural membrane needs to take into
account such critical parameters as bowing, tilt, maximum de-
flection, maximum actuation voltage, stress gradients, etc. Stress
gradients can arise due to changes in process parameters during

Fig. 5. Various membrane structures that were modeled. (a) Modified cross.
(b) Plus. (c) Circular. (d) Hindu. (e)–(g) Three versions of T-shaped membranes.

thin film deposition and chemical interactions between differ-
ent layers in the structure. Effective stress gradients can also
arise due to thermal mismatch between the various layers. Dif-
ferent membrane shapes including the upper mirror layers have
been modeled using the finite element analysis software package
CoventorWare to explore the optimal design based on consider-
ations of minimizing membrane deformation under maximum
deflection, under the influence of stress gradients in the mirror
and/or supports, and maximizing the optical fill factor. To sim-
plify the model, the entire upper mirror stack (Ge/SiO/Ge) was
replaced by a single layer with an equivalent elastic modulus
and density. The simplified mirror structure resulted in an error
of less than 2% from the actual structure, but reduced com-
putation time by up to 30%. Fig. 5 summarizes the different
design shapes modeled. The comparison of membrane/mirror
bowing under the maximum deflection is shown in Fig. 6(a).
The “Hindu” structure has the least amount of bowing because
it is the most flexible structure. However, the “Hindu” struc-
ture is most sensitive to stress gradients, showing the largest
flatness error for a stress gradient of 25 MPa/µm, as shown in
Fig. 6(b). The results shown in Fig. 6 indicate that no perfect
structure exists and the best structure must be selected based
on a compromise approach, which should consider the relative
importance of critical parameters.

For the present study, the X-shaped membrane has been se-
lected as a technology demonstrator. Although not optimal for
minimal flatness error under maximum deflection, and with rel-
atively low optical fill factor that renders it unsuitable for 2-D
array applications, it assures good mechanical stability and in-
sensitivity to stress gradient if deposited under slight tensile
stress.

CoventorWare finite element analysis was undertaken to de-
termine the X-shape membrane displacement versus applied
voltage (bias) characteristics and the critical voltage that results
in snapdown. The results were compared with those produced
by ANSYS (commonly used finite element modeling software).
Consistent results were achieved between the two software mod-
eling tools.

For the X-shaped membrane deflection modeling, the test
structure consisted of a 450-nm-thick SixNy layer and a 300
nm gold layer as the actuation electrode. A nominally identical
structure was fabricated and experimentally tested. When actu-
ated with a voltage bias of approximately 6.5 V, a maximum
displacement of 450 nm was achieved (the experimental data
are shown as squares in Fig. 7). In order to match the model to
experiment, a residual tensile stress of 20 MPa had to be incor-
porated for the SixNy layer in the model. Fig. 7 shows the model
results with and without the incorporation of residual stress.
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Fig. 6. (a) Membrane/mirror bowing at the maximum membrane deflection.
(b) Membrane/mirror bowing caused by a relatively large stress gradient for
various structures.

Fig. 7. Comparison between measured membrane displacement and modeled
results. An intrinsic membrane stress of∼20 MPa must be included in the model
in order to match the modeled and experimental results.

Fig. 8. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of silicon nitride layer: as
fabricated (Si-N) and after 90 min exposure to steam (Si-O).

C. Sacrificial Layer and Release

Polyimide has been adopted as the sacrificial layer since it
has been used extensively in Si-based MEMS, in which it is usu-
ally removed by ashing in an RF-induced O2 plasma. However,
all attempts at a dry release process have resulted in produc-
ing high stress gradients in the SixNy layers that exceed the
acceptable levels for practical devices. Detailed studies of this
effect have shown that it is a consequence of the low silicon
nitride deposition temperature, which results in higher poros-
ity, and consequently, sensitivity to environmental conditions.
Structures exposed to air or oxygen plasma were found to have
modified mechanical properties, including internal stress, with
time of exposure. Two components of this environmental effect
have been identified. The first, a reversible mechanism, is asso-
ciated with moisture trapping. The membrane shape can only be
recovered by baking if the exposure to air is relatively short (less
than a few days). If exposure is much longer or is more extensive,
as in the case of oxygen plasma, the second irreversible effect
of oxidation of silicon nitride tends to dominate. In this process,
silicon nitride is slowly converted to silicon oxide as shown in
Fig. 8. Silicon oxide, having different mechanical properties,
destroys the stress balance in the structure, and consequently,
leads to device failure.

Consequently, as an alternative, a wet polyimide release pro-
cess has been adopted in which devices are being released using
wet etching in polyimide developer and dried using a CO2 crit-
ical point dryer (CPD). It was found that the CPD process does
not introduce any stress in the released structures, and is rela-
tively fast (see Fig. 9).

Another effect, which has to be taken into account when
preparing the sacrificial layer, is its shrinkage due to partial cur-
ing in subsequent processing stages. Typically, the polyimide
layers used in Si-based applications undergo heat treatments at
temperatures >300 ◦C to fully cure (cross link) the material,
resulting in low intrinsic stress and high strength. However,
in order to ensure compatibility between MEMS and HgCdTe
processing, the polyimide used as a sacrificial layer cannot
be completely cured since full curing requires temperatures
that are unacceptably high for HgCdTe processing. The partial
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Fig. 9. Interference contrast photomicrographs of membranes released. (a)
Dry process. (b) Wet process.

polyimide curing process that has been developed to overcome
the HgCdTe process temperature limitations results in a number
of nonideal behaviors. During the initial partial curing process
(baking 10 min at 125 ◦C immediately following spinning of
the polyimide), the polyimide layer thickness decreases by ap-
proximately 20%, and reduces even further during subsequent
processing, especially during SixNy deposition. Due to this ef-
fect, the actual polyimide thickness is less than the expected
spacer thickness, resulting in reduced or shifted tuning range
in fabricated devices. This effect has been characterized and
must be taken into account in the process design for the cor-
rect cavity length to be achieved. The polyimide shrinkage also
causes a stress gradients observed in SixNy layers as shown in
Fig. 10, which can be reduced to an acceptable level by curing
the polyimide at temperatures slightly higher than the reminder
of the process. Taking all of the aforementioned factors into
account, stress-free membranes can be obtained as shown in
Fig. 10. These issues related to inaccurate curing of the poly-
imide sacrificial layer are not expected to be significant for other
IR-sensitive materials that can sustain temperatures much higher
than HgCdTe.

D. Distributed Bragg Mirrors

1) Mirror Flatness: Optical flatness of the Bragg mirrors is a
principal requirement for good performance of the Fabry–Perot
filter. The flatness of the lower mirror is primarily determined
by the flatness of the underlying HgCdTe material and detec-
tor structure, which has been estimated using surface profiling
(DEKTAK). The sample used for this scan had nominal thick-
ness of 5.18 µm, capped with 0.993 µm of CdTe and 0.218 µm
of ZnS. The profile of the surface scan is shown in Fig. 11. It
indicates variations in local surface topology of the order of 50
nm over a 500 µm distance. This surface topology, caused by
wafer lapping and mechanic-chemical polishing, will affect the
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Fabry–Perrot filter
since the cavity length will vary accordingly. However, since
the lateral size of the filter is of the order of 100 µm, the average
of these surface profile variations is of the order of 25 nm.

The flatness of the upper mirror is determined by the flat-
ness of the polyimide sacrificial layer and the surface profile
of the underlying layers. For the case of mesa-isolated detec-
tors, the presence of relatively deep mesas affects the polyimide
sacrificial layer surface topology. Fig. 12 shows an interfer-

Fig. 10. Interference contrast micrographs showing the effect of polyimide
shrinkage (caused by partial curing) on stress in the Six Ny membrane. The
presence of fringes is an indication of bowing.

Fig. 11. 500-µm-long profile across the HgCdTe wafer.

ence contrast micrograph of a polyimide island after polyimide
patterning during simple filter fabrication on a silicon wafer,
which does not have any mesas, and on an island of the same
dimensions as the HgCdTe mesa. The difference in polyimide
layer uniformity is clearly visible for mesa-isolated structures.
The membrane and upper mirror deposited on the polyimide
layer on the HgCdTe mesa may not necessarily be parallel to
the lower mirror. This is likely to result in: 1) widening of the
FWHM of the spectral response of the filter and 2) nonuni-
form membrane deflection since the charge will concentrate at
the point of narrowest separation between the upper and lower
electrode, effectively increasing any preexisting mirror tilt.

In addition to mesa-isolated photoconductors, two other de-
tector structures have been briefly investigated, namely planar
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Fig. 12. Interference contrast micrograph. (a) Polyimide spun on a simple fil-
ter structure fabricated on silicon (no mesas). (b) Polyimide spun on a HgCdTe
mesa. The presence of fringes is an indication of polyimide surface nonunifor-
mities.

Corbino structures and planar diodes with relatively small steps
present on the wafer surface (of the order of 200 nm). It was
found that much better polyimide flatness, comparable to that
observed in Fig. 12(a), can be obtained. However, the disad-
vantage of both these approaches is that the detector fabrication
process is much more complex. Therefore, as a demonstration
vehicle in this project, the much simpler mesa-isolated detector
structures have been adopted.

2) Mirror Structure: For high-resolution Fabry–Perot filters,
loss within the cavity must be minimized. Metal mirrors, while
having a broad spectral range, are generally a poor choice
because of high absorption in the metal at IR wavelengths.
Therefore, the mirrors used in Fabry–Perot filters are generally
quarter-wave, dielectric-stack Bragg mirrors, fabricated from
alternating layers of high and low refractive index transparent
materials, with an optional thickness of λ/4 at the center design
wavelength. Of the readily available materials in our laboratory,
germanium and silicon monoxide have been selected as high
and low refractive index materials, respectively. Both five-layer
and three-layer Ge/SiO mirror stacks have been investigated but
as a compromise between optical performance and low mirror
mass, the three-layer structures have been selected for fabrica-
tion. Fig. 13 presents the modeled results of Fabry–Perot filter
transmission and the impact of structure bowing. The FWHM
for the ideal case with a flat mirror and the more realistic with
80 nm of mirror curvature has been estimated to be ∼35 and
∼55 nm, respectively.

Originally, the lower mirror was also designed to act as the
lower electrode. This was achieved by depositing a very thin
layer of indium onto the first germanium layer during the lower
mirror deposition process. The presence of the indium layer
slightly modified the mirror absorption at 2.2 µm from 8% to
12%. In order to test the conductivity of this layer, the lower mir-
ror stack has been deposited on sapphire with two Cr/Au pads.
The resistance between the pads varied between runs, but was
always within an acceptable range of 10–100 kΩ. Later in the
process development, a different approach has been adopted.
It was found that deposition of a thin Cr/Au electrode under
the lower mirror stack (with window under the active area of
the filter) performs with equivalent efficiency. It does not affect

Fig. 13. Modeled transmission spectral response from a nominally flat mirror
with a 1 µm gap and the effect of an 80 nm bow in the 100 µm × 100 µm
mirror.

significantly either the polyimide uniformity, or the deflection–
voltage characteristics of the structure. In addition, when ex-
tended laterally, it can be used as an efficient optical shield for
any unfiltered or scattered IR light bypassing the filter.

3) Stress in Mirrors and Compensation: The stack of
Ge/SiO/Ge layers used for Bragg mirrors is not free of stress
itself. Initial experiments on sacrificial layer release demon-
strated large stress in the mirror stacks causing unacceptable
bending and distortion. Hence, an intensive study was under-
taken to identify any sources of stress and to develop process to
mitigate such effects. Test structures in the form of cantilevers
were fabricated of either germanium or silicon monoxide de-
posited on SixNy membranes. These tests showed that stress
in germanium layers is minimal, whereas the intrinsic stress in
silicon monoxide is relatively large. In order to minimize the
stress in the SiO, a technology based on control of the depo-
sition chamber pressure, primarily by admitting oxygen, water
vapor, or room air during SiO evaporation [19], [20], has been
successfully applied.

On the other hand, the differential stress between Ge/SiO/Ge
mirror stack and the silicon nitride membrane has been reduced
by fabrication of a symmetrical mirror/membrane structure by
introducing a second silicon nitride overlayer, identical to the
lower one, in order to encapsulate the mirror stack. This effect
is illustrated in the interference contrast micrographs shown in
Fig. 14. The presence of interference fringes indicate defor-
mation along the support arms, while the shading in the center
mirror regions (which are opaque to the illuminating wavelength
and hence cannot generate interference fringes) is also indica-
tive of bowing. It should be noted that the layers used to form the
structures shown in Fig. 14(a) and (b), consisting of the SixNy

membrane with a mirror stack deposited on top (no encapsula-
tion) are very sensitive to even small residual stresses in contrast
to encapsulated ones [see Fig. 14(c) and (d)]. It is clear from
this figure that encapsulation has significantly reduced bowing
of the suspended mirror/membrane structure.

Fig. 15 shows the modeled upper mirror displacement as a
function of applied bias for encapsulated structures together with
experimental measurements (open circles). It can be seen that the
modeled displacement for stress-free SixNy layers shows some
discrepancy with the measurements indicated by open circles.
The measured data fit between the modeled displacement curves
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Fig. 14. Interference contrast micrographs of two different types of support
structures. (a) and (b) Single layer of Six Ny below the central mirror region.
(c) and (d) Central mirror region encapsulated with Six Ny above and below the
mirror. The fringing evident in the transparent Six Ny layers and the shading
in the central mirror regions in (a) and (b) are indicative of bowing on the
suspended mirror/membrane structure.

Fig. 15. Modeled relationship between mirror/membrane displacement and
applied bias for the Six Ny encapsulated model. Various Six Ny residual stresses
were incorporated in the encapsulated model.

with SixNy residual tensile stresses of 10 and 16 MPa, possibly
indicating that the encapsulated structure has resulted in an
average stress in the SixNy layer that is slightly less than the
20 MPa observed in the initial test devices without mirrors (see
Fig. 7).

4) Stress in Thermally Evaporated Cr/Au Layers: In addi-
tion to the stress observed in SixNy and SiO, it was found that
the metal layers needed for contact to the top electrode also con-
tribute to the total stress in the actuated structure and needed to
be minimized. Again, test structures with cantilevers were used
to evaluate stress in metal layers, with stress evaluated for Au
single layer films as well as Cr/Au double-layer films. The graph
shown in Fig. 16 presents a summary of the stress investigation
in Cr/Au films. The optimum conditions have been obtained
for 1 nm of Cr and 30 nm of Au, deposited at low rates of

Fig. 16. Displacement of the tip of a Six Ny cantilever beam after coating
with various metallization. Positive displacement corresponds to tensile stress
in the metal while negative displacement corresponds to compressive stress.

approximately 0.04 nm/s to achieve low-stress composite metal
layers.

IV. DEVICE FABRICATION

The concept-demonstrator device consists of an HgCdTe-
based mesa-isolated photoconductive detector combined with a
monolithically integrated MEMS-based optical filter positioned
between the individual detector and the radiation source, as
shown in Fig. 2. The mesa defined HgCdTe photoconductive
devices with an optical width of 300 µm and length of 340
µm are isolated from the filter structure by a buffer layer of
silicon nitride. On top of this layer, the lower electrode of the
filter, with 90 µm × 90 µm optical window in the center, is
fabricated followed by thermal deposition of the lower Bragg
mirror, consisting of Ge/SiO/Ge layers. Next, the polyimide
sacrificial layer is spun onto the wafer, cured and patterned
via a photoresist mask in a dry etching process to provide the
pattern for the silicon nitride membrane structure with cylin-
drical supports for stiffness as shown in the SEM picture (see
Fig. 17). Silicon nitride was deposited using PECVD at 125 ◦C,
followed by the upper Bragg mirror deposition and liftoff stage
and a second silicon nitride overlayer to encapsulate the upper
mirror. The shape of the membrane and arms is defined by a
patterned 30-nm-thin layer of Cr/Au, which acts as the upper
electrode, in a photolithographic step followed by dry etch in
CF4 plasma. The brighter regions on the supports, visible in
the SEM photograph of Fig. 17, are formed by a layer of thick
gold to ensure metal continuity over the steep sidewall of the
cylindrical support structures. Finally, the mirror/membrane and
arms structure is released by dissolving the polyimide sacrifi-
cial layer in developer bath followed by the critical point drying
process.

In order to avoid any damage caused by snapdown, which
makes measurements of these devices very difficult, and con-
sequently, slows the pace of technology development, an ex-
tra processing step has been added to form ∼0.5 µm deep
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Fig. 17. SEM picture of an integrated Fabry–Perot filter and photoconductor
structure.

antistiction bumps at the edges of the membrane. Due to their
very small area, the stiction forces between the membrane and
the substrate (lower mirror) have been reduced below the pulling
forces present in the arms, allowing for full device recovery
even from a collapsed position [21], [22]. During tests, the full
collapse–recovery cycle has been repeated many times, proving
the effectiveness of the antistiction bumps. This minor addi-
tion to the processing sequence allows for measurements to be
continued even after membrane collapse, which may occur due
to electrostatic charges or accidental voltage drive above the
snapdown limit.

In order to verify the electrical isolation between the filter
and photoconductor, two types of isolation were investigated,
a single 550-nm-thick layer of SixNy , both with and without
∼100-nm-thick native oxide grown on the underlying HgCdTe
layer. The thickness of the isolation layer has been optimized
taking into account electrical isolation and optical properties.
Electrical tests of photoconductors showed good ohmic con-
tacts with photoconductor dark resistance between 2 to 4 kΩ at
room temperature, depending on the HgCdTe layer thickness.
The isolation between lower and upper electrodes was >1010 Ω.
Similar isolation was measured between both electrodes and
the photoconductor contacts regardless of the type of isolation
used (with oxide or without). Therefore, only the SixNy isola-
tion layer has been used in subsequent device fabrication runs.
On the same wafer full microspectrometer structures with two
different arm lengths (50 and 100 µm) have been fabricated.
In addition, several test devices including reference photocon-
ductor, photoconductor with lower mirror only, photoconductor
with upper mirror only, stress test structures, SixNy membranes
without mirrors (transparent) required in order to monitor the
polyimide release under an optical microscope, reference un-
released devices, and islands of individual layers for thickness
measurements. Photographs presented in Fig. 18 show three
stages of deflection of a monolithically integrated spectrom-
eter/HgCdTe photoconductor device with 100 µm arms. The
zero bias image [see Fig. 18(a)] shows almost no interference
fringes. Fig. 18(b) shows the device under moderate bias, while
Fig. 18(c) shows the device after snapdown. By counting inter-

Fig. 18. Spectrometer tuning. (a) Zero bias. (b) Moderate bias. (c) After snap-
down. In these three successive interference contrast micrographs, the number
of interference fringes increases almost identically on all four arms demonstrat-
ing very good membrane parallelism. This device deflects by ∼500 nm before
snapdown.

Fig. 19. (a) Optical transmission spectra of SWIR filter obtained for driving
voltage range from 0 to 7.5 V. (b) Wavelength shift ∼0.4 µm for 0–7.5 V range
followed by membrane snap down at 1/3 of the gap.

ference fringes, the membrane deflection was estimated to be
∼500 nm just before snapdown.

V. DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION

The optical performance of fabricated devices has been as-
sessed by performing IR responsivity measurements in the spec-
tral range from 1.5 to 2.5 µm. The spectra obtained for applied
voltage in the range from 0 to 7.5 V are shown in Fig. 19(a).
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The spectral band of the filter is defined by the distributed
Bragg mirror characteristics, represented by an increase in trans-
mission at both short and long wavelength ends of the spectrum.
The maximum optical transmission at the peak is of the order of
70%. The filter demonstrates good extinction ratio, ∼35 across
the tuning range. The FWHM has been estimated to be 80 ±
10 nm. The tuning spans from 2.2 µm at 0 V to 1.8 µm at
∼7.5 V, which, as noted previously, relates to displacement of
the mirror by ∼1/3 of the cavity. Fig. 19(b) shows the filter’s
highly nonlinear tuning curve with the theoretical characteristic
indicated by a dashed line. At 7.5 V, the membrane approaches
the point of instability, and eventually, snaps down. This effect
can be partially eliminated by using techniques investigated ear-
lier such as charge control [23], geometry leverage [24], series
feedback capacitor [25]–[27], current drive methods [28]–[30],
closed-loop voltage control [31]–[33], modification of support
beams [34], and voltage drive approach [35].

It is important to note that, due to development of low-stress
silicon nitride and stress balancing in the membrane/mirror
structure, the large wavelength tuning range of 0.4 µm has
been obtained with a relatively low driving voltage of only
7.5 V, which is acceptable for IR detectors fabricated using
compound semiconductors such as HgCdTe, and consequently,
makes monolithic integration possible for 2-D focal plane array
applications.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, recent progress in the development of MEMS
materials and process technology compatible with compound
semiconductors has been presented. The microspectrometer tun-
ing in the range of 1.8–2.2 µm has been demonstrated. However,
at this early stage of development, the ∼80 nm FWHM needs to
be narrowed in order to be applicable for precise spectrometer
applications. The tuning range can be extended by using more
sophisticated control of the membrane deflection. The SWIR
filter monolithically integrated with HgCdTe detector has been
used as a demonstration vehicle. However, with some adjust-
ments in the design and modifications in the processing, it can
be extended to the mid-wave IR (MWIR) range and beyond and
readily transferred to other detector materials.

The materials and processes are quite complex and at the
moment require 12 photolithographic steps, as well as precise
control of process parameters. The fabrication process could
be significantly simplified if low-stress nickel or titanium was
developed as structural material instead of SixNy . Also, elimi-
nation of SixNy from the filter cavity should result in improved
optical performance.
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